Richard Strauss (1864–1949):
Horn Concerto No. 1 in E-flat major, Op. 11
(Allegro, Andante, Rondo allegro)

In his essay "Recollections of My Youth and Years of Apprenticeship", Richard Strauss
wrote: "My mother tells of my earliest childhood that I used to react with a smile to the
sound of the horn and with loud crying to the sound of a violin." He grew up with horn
playing all around him, as his father Franz was the principal hornist of the Munich Court
Orchestra for 45 years. Richard began to compose in childhood and wrote his First Horn
Concerto when he was only 19. The concerto is one of the most-demanding solo works
for the horn, using the highest and lowest notes in the instrument’s register, often in quick
succession. Strauss had written the concerto for his father, hoping that he would give its
premiere performance. However, although Franz practiced it for a short time, he deemed
the numerous high notes too risky for him to undertake in public and convinced his
student, Bruno Hoyer, to give the first public performance accompanied by piano rather
than orchestra.
The score calls the solo instrument a "Waldhorn" - literally Forest Horn or hunting horn, a
“natural” (valveless) instrument which his father and many others still often used, although
horns with valves were gradually replacing the natural horn in orchestras. The concerto is
said to be nearly impossible to play on a valveless horn, so perhaps the Waldhorn
designation is a suggestion that the playing should remind us of a hunting horn. Certainly
the opening cadenza, the dreamy slow movement, and the vigorous finale all evoke the
Romantic world of the natural horn.
After a single loud chord to kick oﬀ the concerto, a heroic theme based on rising and
falling arpeggios is stated by the solo horn without any accompaniment. The movement
proceeds with the orchestra elaborating upon the soloist’s statements. A fanfare-like
motif, making use of the rising triad that opens the work, is magically transformed in slow
motion to form a bridge to the slow second movement, now serving as a string
accompaniment for another long and lyrical horn melody on top. The brass and timpani,
so evident in the first movement, stand aside and woodwinds become more prominent.
The finale is a fast rondo featuring a brilliant main melody for the horn. This gives way to
more expansive material. The scherzo-like final bars require fine control and an extremely
light touch. This is a joyful and exuberant work and its success stems from Strauss' deep
understanding of the French horn’s technical challenges and his devotion to its beauty.

Ludwig van Beethoven (1770-1827):
Symphony No. 1 in C Major, Op. 21

(Adagio molto - Allegro con brio, Andante cantabile con moto, Minuet and Trio,
Finale: Adagio - Allegro molto vivace)
By the mid-1790s, Beethoven had composed works in most of the important instrumental
genres, but had held oﬀ tackling the symphony and string quartet, perhaps because
these were the kinds of pieces in which his teacher Haydn had made his greatest mark
and enjoyed his most significant successes. Beethoven began to sketch his first
symphony in 1795, but after struggling with it for a year, he put it aside to concentrate on
his piano works and early string quartets. In 1799, he returned to the idea of writing a
symphony and completed it early in 1800. It is not surprising that this symphony bore
many of the hallmarks of the classical style he had studied with both Haydn and Mozart.

Yet it broke new ground, as exemplified by the adagio opening to the first movement with
its series of chords coming from winds and horns with pizzicato accompaniment from
strings. Instead of starting out conventionally with a C major chord, Beethoven teases the
listener by suggesting first that the key is F major, and then G major, finally settling on C
major with the arrival of the allegro main theme presented first by the violins. A critic at
the time remarked: "No one will censure an ingenious artist like Beethoven for such
liberties and peculiarities, but such a beginning is not suitable for the opening of a grand
concert in a spacious opera house." The second more lyrical theme is introduced by the
oboe in conversation with the flute. From here on, the music has a classical format, but
with more dynamic contrasts and harmonic colour and more densely scored than any of
the symphonies of Haydn or Mozart.
The second movement begins with the second violins presenting a graceful theme that is
taken up by other instruments as a series of entries in fugal style. This theme alternates
with a more light-hearted melody. Although Beethoven named the third movement
‘Minuet and Trio’, what he wrote was a scherzo of energy and explosive dynamic
contrasts. The pace is considerably faster than the sprightly minuet movements of Haydn,
and indeed it would be a remarkably athletic feat to dance to it. The harmonic language is
highly audacious. In the second half, Beethoven wrenches the music into D flat major
before returning to the home key through a hushed, tense sequence of modulations. In
contrast, the Trio, with its repeated horn and woodwind chords interrupted by little string
flurries, is harmonically relatively stable and conventional.
Unusually, the final movement also begins slowly. After a loud chord from the whole
orchestra, the first violins slowly work their way up the notes of the scale - first three
notes, then four, five, six, and seven, eventually tipping over into the energetic octave
scale that initiates the fast tempo sustained for the rest of the movement. This movement
is as playful and spirited as anything that Haydn wrote. Although not yet the heroic or the
revolutionary Beethoven, it proves brilliantly that the student had learned his teachers’
lessons well. It is perhaps fitting that Beethoven composed this masterful first symphony
at the dawn of a new century that would be dominated by his conception of the
symphonic form.
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Alongside her love of teaching, she currently works as a freelance horn player in
both New Zealand and Australia with ensembles such as the Auckland
Philharmonia Orchestra, Hawkes Bay Orchestra, Dunedin Symphony Orchestra,
Camerata - Queensland Chamber Orchestra as well as chamber music ensembles.
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degree in clarinet performance from the University of Auckland and now divides
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administration. As Musical Director, Warwick has led the Westlake Concert Band
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Warwick is also the Administrator of the annual KBB Music Festival. He is married
to Miriam and they have two children.
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